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Welcome to the new and improved version of our

magazine . Due to covid we have had some set

backs in getting information out to everyone and

after speaking with the team we decided the only

way to get things moving was for US to keep

moving ourselves . With that being said , we have

agreed to make our life style magazine happen

once more , however we wont do it in the same

way . As you know Sports For Kids is a family run

business and throughout this magazine you will

get some inside information of how we work and

get to meet the team behind the brand . 

This magazine will be out every quarter , You can

call it a lifestyle magazine or a how to guide to

what we do .  The most important thing for us is to

connect with you in a way that we have never done

before . In this first edition of the year you will see

some of the high and lows of the covid season , see

what projects we are coming up with next ,

interviews and much more .

FROM THE
BEGINNING: 
THE FIRST QUARTER
WRITTEN BY DANIEL 
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BUT WHY A
BRAND? 
THE FAMILY RUN BUSINESS 

I went through a lot trying to

understand why I wanted to

create a company , and it always

fell to my children . On top of that

I 've never been someone to work a

9-5 week in week out , being a

creative person I felt that was the

trap that would prevent me from

keeping my flame a light .  

I decided to do what I 've always

done which was football , music

and youth work not knowing the

future would have plans for me to

run a company that would make

room for the family to be apart of .  

There has been a lot of sacrifices to

make this brand into what it is now .

late nights and early mornings ,

missing out on family gatherings all

contributed to what we have now .

but it 's not the end , this is only the

beginning of building not just a

brand but OUR family legacy . 

"IT'S FAMILY OVER
EVERYTHING" 

Theres a lot more for me to say on

this fact but as this is just the first

quarter and I 'm not much of a talker

I will leave room for the vlogs and

blogs we plan to do . So stay tuned

and if I haven 't said it already ,

THANK YOU for joining our journey . 
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How's Home
Schooling

going?



7 0

TJT I P S

L O C K D O W N
ByByBy

Covid 19 changed our lives last year with the

announcement that we will go into

lockdown with rules that meant we couldn’t

meet family and only go to food shops to

buy food and schools might shut for a

period of time. When it happened everyone

was shocked and we all didn’t know what

to do but soon lockdown ended and we all

were joyful, we still had to make sure we

stayed 2 meters away from each other.

Now It is 2021 we are so excited and

hopefully this will be the best year ever,

If you're feeling down, remind yourself of how

awsome you are. You can do whatever you want if

you believe you can. So remind yourself that you

are amazing. Love yourself first and if you want

something keep fighting for it and don't stop.

Sports is fun, you may think not but there’s a

wide variety for boys and girls.

We can all do it in a way we are each

comfortable with and if you start running and

working out you will become fit and strong.

I try running and doing at least 2k, you might not

want to do kilometres runs but it doesn’t matter

how you term the distance kilometres or miles or

you can do circles or you can do running on the

spot just as long as your active you can never

stop once you have started because, your

adrenaline will keep pumping and pushing you

on making you want to run more. You might

think you have to stop and you can, but when

you want to do more then you should do more

but if you want to have a rest then stop and rest.

You can do runs every other day like I do, I try to

keep going and live the dream! Young people

should put your electronics down and enjoy the

outdoors more.

GENTLE REMINDER 
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Staying Active
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S T O R E
T A L K

Sports for kids as a family business is more

than just sports, one of the easiest yet most

influential ways to express our version of art

was to create our very own clothing line.

The online store has 2 main available lines;

Rio and Travel Gang. 

"The easiest yet most
influential ways to

express our version of
art"

The Rio line is the main logo

and is more so targeted to

families and soon we will be

introducing"Rio Bundles".

TravelGang represents all

types of travel throughout

the cities and throughout

the world, with TravelGang

we would like to influence

people to travel in style and

to cherish the World for what

it is, Theres art within the

world only the Human eye

can truely embrace.
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Managing the store is like

taking care of a kid, you have

to watch over it constantly

and ensure you give the

essentials it needs. In my

time of becoming Social

Media Marketing Manager,

I've been taught many things

in how to manage a website,

how to draw in attention and

how  to promote certain

items or the store in general. 

Written By  Malachi

@SportsForKidsuk

@SpoForKidsOnlineStore



In the
hot seat
with... 



Jeremiah
Asiamah
BBC RADIO 1XTRA DJ



In The Hot Seat
With... 

HOME COOKED MEAL OR TAKE OUT?

SUMMER OR WINTER?

NETFLIX AND CHILL OR A NIGHT OUT?

GAME OF THRONES OR PEAKY BLINDERS?

MILK CHOCOLATE OR WHITE CHOCOLATE?

TEA OR COFFEE?

HOUSE MUSIC OR RNB?

THRILLER OR COMEDY?

FAMILY HOLIDAY OR FELLAS TRIP?

TWITTER OR INSTAGRAM?

ASIAMAHASIAMAHJEREMIAH 

"Definitely a home cooked meal, 
as long as it tastes very good"  

"Summer all day long. I hate the cold."

"A night out. Nothing to crazy, 
just time with the man dem or the gyal dem!"

"I'm going to pick none of them!
Because I haven't watched any of them..
but if I had to pick one I would say Game of
thrones. I think I've seen one episode"

"Milk Chocolate all day"

"Tea"

"House music all night long"

"Definitely  has to be a comedy"

"I love a little lads holiday but I think I'd like
to spend a holiday with family, family is
very important"

"If your talking interaction  - Instagram
funny content - Twitter"





Through the madness of Lockdown and C-19

businesses such as ours have been able to adapt

to the 'New Norm' and keep the motivation on a

high. From self made authors such as Ashley

Hinds with his debut book 'My Uncle and Me'

and his follow up book 'My Aunty and Me',  to

more online gaming with The Salvation Army

Youth Club in Aston. Everyone has made a

difference to young people.  

In this addition we highlight a family who has

been birthed out of lockdown. Being able to think

on their feet and turn an idea into a business that

has caught the attention of some of the UK's

most influential people. Allow me to reintroduce

you to The Homeschoolers. Seph Morgan and her

son (T'Kai) and daughter (T'Zayah) have been busy

creating resources for children called 'Flash

maths' which is a creative timestable game

keeping children sharp in these uncertain times.

To accompany the game they have the 'Confident

Kids Journal'  which speaks to empower young

people all over the world with photos and

affirmations to give kids the confidence they need

right now. Through all the madness its good to

see hope for the future, thank you

@thehomeschoolers3t for making a difference.  

Community Talk
B Y  T A M M Y  B O W E N - S M I T H  



Family
Business

BY TAMMY 

We are a family of 7, My Hubby and I have 4 children aged

24, 18, 9, 5 and then our 24yr old has recently been blessed

with a beautiful baby girl who is now 6 weeks old. We all

live at the family home so finance is always a hot topic!

 

Making sure everyone understands the effects of leaving

the tap running or eating all the cookies the first day the

shopping comes and what impact those things may have

on the pocket.

Educating our household on how it runs is a timely job but

it’s worth knowing that the day each of them take that step

out on their own they are fully equipped with the

understanding of how things work, what’s expected, what

that can cost them and how to manage it.

From meal planning to budgeting to simply using a cash

card at the atm, how to obtain that cash card or how to

sign on to the electoral role in order to make a start on

having a positive and healthy credit rating, what is a credit

rating and how it helps in life.

These general but necessary social skills are something teens are

not made aware of within the educational curriculum, so before

they come of age and hit the system it falls to us as

parents/carers/guardians to take the lead in instilling these basics.

Even more so with this national lockdown my children are with

me constantly and I take every opportunity to create teaching

moments, from peeling carrots to where the money comes from

to buy them also how to buy them.

The next time you are paying your water bill, council tax or

renewing your driving licence get your son/daughter to observe

and explain the process as you do, teach as you do.

 

The best lessons learnt are those they will be taught at home, so

let’s not take that power we have for granted, some of my most

profound teachings came from home life, so let's encourage our

young to be the best version of themselves using the tools

available, which cost nothing but are worth more than their

weight in gold, so go ahead be tomorrow’s teacher today!
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I READ,
I TRAVEL,
I BECOME.
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TRAVELGANG




